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Hi
 
Hopefully you're enjoying the best of Summer. Barbecues, ice cold drinks and
perhaps a refreshing outdoor swim! Whatever's happening, we hope you're
going to be able to continue enjoying your bridge. That's where we're here to
help. As usually our monthly calendar is full of fun and entertainment for all.
Events, articles, games and quizzes. Take your pick and have some fun! 

What are daylongs?
Fancy playing in a field of over 20,000 players? Well
you can in BBO Daylongs. Coming in all shapes
and sizes, Daylongs are the secret ingredient in
many special events like the NABC Robot Individual
and the weekend Survivors. Play at your own pace,
leave the table, resume the game at anytime. Just
what is it that makes Daylongs so popular? 
 

Find out more

Bidders Challenge #8
Curious to know how you compare with the top
players? Bidders Challenge will give you a good
idea! Have a go and find out. But, be quick! You've
only until 28 July to get your submissions in.
 

Take the challenge

Could you climb the BBO rankings?
Climbing the BBO award ladder is exciting and
rewarding. Stars, Royals and Masters head the
field. Could you make it to the top? You might not
know what all the award symbols mean. Here you'll
get the lowdown. 
 

Find out more

Diana_Eva - Episode 3!
When Diana started with BBO back in 2009, she
published a couple of articles about her busy life.
Things have moved on since then. Diana's life
continues to be just as busy and interesting. You'll
enjoy this! 
 

Read Diana's Interview

Test your bridge skills #11
Ever popular, here's Oren Lidor's latest quiz. Loads
of fun, challenging with instant feedback. Draw
deep on your bridge knowledge, concentrate, and
give it a go. 
 

Take the quiz

That's a wrap for the August edition of Insider News. We'll be back with more
bridge news, fun and games next month. Until then, keep on enjoying your
bridge! 
 
The BBO Team
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